Abstract: People often suppose or imply that free-market economists constitute a significant portion of all economists. We surveyed American Economic Association members and asked their views on 18 specific forms of government activism. We find that about 8 percent of AEA members can be considered supporters of free-market principles, and that less than 3 percent may be called strong supporters. The data is broken down by voting behavior (Democratic or Republican). Even the average Republican AEA member is "middle-of-theroad," not free-market. We offer several possible explanations of the apparent difference between actual and attributed views.
Introduction: The "Free-Market" Attribution Political economists are in general quite suspicious of governmental intervention.
They see in it inconveniences of all kinds-a diminution of individual liberty, energy, prudence, and experience, which constitute the most precious resources of any society. Hence, it often happens that they oppose this intervention.
Frédéric Bastiat ([1848])
In 1848, Bastiat's statements were probably true. Nowadays they are not. Here we present evidence from a survey of American Economic Association (AEA) members showing that a large majority of economists are either generally favorable to or mixed on government intervention, and hence cannot be regarded as supporters of free-market principles. Based on our finding, we suggest that about 8 percent of AEA members can be considered supporters of free-market principles, and that less than 3 percent may be called strong supporters.
In the public mind generally, there is an impression that economists tend to support the free market, or at least that free-market economists form a sizeable minority of all economists. The attribution has been around a long time, and comes from economists themselves. Gunnar Myrdal (1969, 104-05) wrote that in classical economics there was "a basic predilection among economists for the old notion of the harmony of interests and a consequent predilection for laissez-faire. This predilection was preserved in economic theory to a much greater extent than uninformed observers realize, and it is often not clearly perceived by the theorists themselves." In 1959, George Stigler maintained, not only that studying economics tends to make one "conservative," but that "economists are conservative" (p. 527). The notion of a free-market bent in economics comes down to the present day. Paul Krugman (1998) has written about the neoclassical micro-macro synthesis as "an imperfect but workable union achieved half a century ago, which has allowed economists to combine moderately activist views about monetary policy with otherwise generally free market beliefs." Free-market economists themselves often present their views as those of economists generally, as the "economic way of thinking," maybe making the tacit assumption that interventionist economists are not real economists. Deirdre McCloskey (2002) declares, "Libertarianism is typical of economics, especially English-speaking economics, and most especially American economics" (p. 19; see also p. 17). And perhaps the greatest source of "free-market" attribution today comes from heterodox/left economists, who often criticize "orthodox economists" for their pro-market, neo-liberal views, as though such views are the norm in the economics profession. Robert Kuttner (1996, 3-4) says, "much of the economics profession, after an era of embracing the mixed economy, has reverted to a new fundamentalism cherishing the virtues of markets."
One may feel that these attributions are careless, yet the fact remains that they are out there. Indeed, even the cognizant might very reasonably have guessed that the strongly free-market portion of the economics profession was something more like 15 percent-off by a factor of five. Here we offer several possible explanations for why economists have something of a reputation for being free-market.
Supporters of free-market principles, we maintain, would score at least a 4.0 on the 18-question policy index presented here, and strong supporters would score at least a 4.5. By contrast, the mean for the 264 AEA members who completed the survey was 2.64. When we speak of supporting free-market principles, we do not mean being supportive relative to other academics and intellectuals. Rather, we mean supporting free-market principles, which implies opposing contraventions of individual liberty.
Some will object to how we characterize being "free-market," but we argue below that our characterization is sound.
Our survey also included a question about voting behavior. Here we use the political-party dimension as a way of organizing and presenting the data. We are able to compare the views of Democratic economists with Republican economists.
Previous Surveys of Economists' Policy Views
Unlike other academic disciplines, economics has a fairly thick record over the past 30 years of asking the men and women who populate the profession what they think on public policy issues. A landmark work is Kearl, Pope, Whiting, and Wimmer (1979) , appearing in the American Economic Review: Papers and Proceedings. The authors cite no previous surveys, and write of the "hostility toward questionnaires among economists" (p. 29). Their study asked public policy questions, and, indeed, many of their questions were reproduced (sometimes with slight variation) by subsequent studies seeking to track trends in opinion. Conducted in 1976, the survey showed only one issue upon which economists widely and strongly supported free-market principles: free trade versus tariffs and import quotas. Indeed, that is the one issue upon which economists in large majorities have exhibited free-market support in all surveys that have asked such a question. On other key microeconomics issues, such as antitrust and "consumer protection" laws, economists have by no means shown strong support for free-market principles. Ever since the 1976 survey (Kearl et al. 1979) , many other surveys have generally found similar results. Alston et al. (1992) and Fuller and Geide-Stevenson (2003) repeat many of the same questions. The Washington Post/Kaiser/Harvard 1996 survey of economists included some similar questions (see Blendon et al 1997; Caplan 2001 (Frey et al 1984; Block and Walker 1988; Ricketts and Shoesmith 1990; Ricketts and Shoesmith 1992; Anderson and Blandy 1992; Anderson et al 1993) .
In general, the results from 1976 have remained: Economists oppose protectionism, but otherwise there has been no sign of any preponderant support for freemarket principles. Indeed, many questions that have been repeated through time have consistently shown the majority of economists to be friendly to numerous government interventions.
In terms of trying to assess the degree of free-market support among economists, most previous survey investigations suffer from three problems. First, even within any single questionnaire, the questions are not put into a uniform format conducive to creating an index covering all the questions. Second, many questions about particular policy issues do not ask for an overall judgment (that is, opposition or support). For example, an oft-repeated statement asking degree of agreement has been: "A minimum wage increases unemployment among young and unskilled workers." Answering "agree" would suggest that one has reservations about the minimum wage, but would not be tantamount to opposing the minimum wage. Many questions have been of this nature.
Finally, one reason many questions have been of this nature might be that the authors of many previous survey investigations have emphasized consensus and, correspondingly, framed questions narrowly. In contrast, our survey was designed so as to achieve the following goals: (1) to elicit an overall judgment of support or opposition for each form of government activism; (2) to make the format uniform so that an individual's set of responses could be combined into an index; (3) to illuminate ideological divisions within the discipline, especially by voting behavior. The numbers 1-5 did not appear in the survey. They show how we weighted each response when creating a mean response. The "5" value corresponds to strong support of free-market principles.
What It Means to Support Free-Market Principles
The cut-point for being a free-market supporter is 4.0 ("oppose mildly"). Some economists might object that our cut-point is too high. Many economists maintain that they are essentially free-market supporters, but recognize that externalities, asymmetric information, diminishing marginal utility of wealth, etc. call for exceptions to free-market policy.
In our way of thinking, being a free-market supporter is about favoring the principles for social rules that imply a free market. It is not an issue of the principles of economics. A "natural rights" libertarian who has no economic understanding is nonetheless a supporter of free-market principles.
Supporting free-market principles would mean supporting the kinds of policies that give a country a higher Economic Freedom score (Gwartney and Lawson 2004) . At the heart of such principles are private property rights and the freedom of contract. Most of the government policies appearing in the survey are direct contraventions of economic freedom. The minimum wage, for example, threatens coercive government action against employers and would-be employers who pay less than the specified minimum wage. The law (and concomitant enforcement) uses government coercion against parties who have only entered into agreements voluntarily. The same is true for restrictions on drugs, prostitution, and gambling. That is, the government threatens coercion against noncoercers. The restrictions are contraventions of free-market principles. When a survey respondent does not oppose such coercive government action, it is, in our judgment, a clear case of not supporting free-market principles. Most of the policy issues in the survey are of this nature, and others, such as the government ownership and production of schooling, are about government programs that draw on taxation and distort or crowd out private enterprise. Again, to not oppose such government programs is to not support free-market principles.
To be a free-market supporter is to take positions like those taken by Friedrich
Hayek, Milton Friedman, Ronald Coase, George Stigler, James Buchanan, and Vernon
Smith. We speculate that they would average at least 4.0 on the survey. Also, we hazard to suggest that the modern-day ghosts of Adam Smith and John Stuart Mill would score at least 4.0 (this with full knowledge of the former's exceptions to natural liberty and the latter's waverings in general).
We suspect that some economists are not quite honest with themselves about how readily they support or acquiesce to government intervention. They try to have it both ways, thinking of themselves as basically free-market supporters, but then neglecting the responsibility to research and think critically about the contraventions of free-market principles that surround them. Perhaps they do not want the responsibility of putting themselves at odds with the way things are and with popular beliefs about the role of government in society. Thus, they do not oppose the various interventions, yet still like to think of themselves as supportive of free-market principles. To them, we say: You can't have it both ways. If you aren't rather reliably opposed to government intervention, you aren't supportive of free-market principles.
This may seem like a matter of "mere semantics." But if people think economists represent free-market principles, they may misunderstand the meaning of "free market."
The distinction between voluntary and coercive action is, in fact, part of the analytical structure of economics. It is the basis upon which we call certain cases "the free market" and certain policies "government intervention." A clear understanding of the distinction is crucial to economics as a scientific enterprise.
None of our factual or analytic claims depends on viewing the free-market responses as the "right" answers. The facts are about the rareness, not the rightness, of being free-market. However, in our interpretations, we conclude with one interpretation that does depend on the notion that free-market responses are right.
Economists' Views on 18 Public Policy Issues
We present the results on the 18 policy questions in three broad groups: economic interventions, government regulation of personal choices, and issues concerning the role of government.
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To give a fuller picture of our data and the responses to each question, we present each policy item, the mean overall response, the mean Democratic response, the mean Republican response, the difference between the responses and a t-test of whether the difference is statistically significant. (1.34) 3.11 (1.25) 2.98 (1.47) 0.12 0.58
Gambling restrictions 3.10 (1.35) 3.04 (1.28) 3.20
( On these "personal choice" restrictions, again we find that most economists are not supporters of free-market principles. Republicans are significantly more free-market than Democrats on discrimination controls and gun control, but by no means staunchly so. On drugs, sex, and gambling, we find no difference between Democrats and Republicans.
The stereotype about Republicans being more socially conservative and forbidding on personal activities is not true in our sample of economists.
9 In this final group of questions, we find another issue (the first being tariffs) upon which economists preponderantly support free-market principles: government ownership of enterprise. Even the Democrats have a mean response above 4.0 ("oppose mildly").
Thus, out of 18 issues, there are two on which the mean response is above 4.0.
As one might expect, the Republicans are significantly more free-market on redistribution, government schooling, fiscal policy, and foreign aid. Here we also find two issues upon which the Democrats are noticeably more libertarian than the Republicans: immigration (though the difference is small), and military activity (the difference is significant but not very large). But overall, we again find that, in general, economists simply do not support free-market principles.
The bottom of 
Dropping Monetary Policy and Military
Having presented the basic results for the full set of 18 issues, we wish to drop two questions before proceeding. First, the question asking for a view on "Using monetary policy to tune the economy" does not speak clearly to support of free-market principles.
The Federal Reserve System is a reality, and even those who favor its abolition will say that the Fed needs to make the best of the situation by conducting sensible monetary policy. 10 Moreover, using monetary policy is often understood as an alternative to using fiscal policy, and in that context monetary policy is rightly regarded as generally less political and less interventionist than the alternative. Second, many would argue that the survey question asking view on "American military aid or presence abroad to promote democracy and the rule of law" is not one that speaks to the respondent's support of freemarket principles; after all, pitching in to defeat a Hitler or Hussein 11 has a certain libertarian resonance, and many self-described free-marketeers are "hawkish." We agree that there is some good intellectual justification for disassociating the military question from considerations of support for free-market principles. Dropping the monetary policy and military questions changes the numbers only slightly, yet we think that doing so provides a somewhat cleaner framework for assessing support for free-market principles.
The new 16-issue policy index scores are shown in Table 4 . Figure 1 , the numbers add up to 100 percent. In fact, only one has a score above 3.5.) Moving up to the 4.5 cut-point to define the "free-marketeer" (or strong supporter of free-market principles), we see that only 2.7 percent of AEA members are free-marketeers.
For the seven respondents who reported voting Libertarian, the mean score is 4.30. We would expect that Libertarian voters to be reliable supporters of free-market principles, so their responses show that the survey does capture free-market support.
Even if we lower the cut-point to 3.5-that is, midway between "have mixed feelings" and "oppose mildly"-the portion of AEA members qualifying as free-market supporters in this weak sense is less than 15 percent. Deirdre McCloskey (2002) is very wrong when she says, "Libertarianism is typical of economics, especially Englishspeaking economics, and most especially American economics" (p. 19).
The Free-Market Presence among Active Academic AEA Members
The data presented above is the full set of 264 AEA member respondents. One may well seek to know the policy and political views of economists who work as educators. They, especially, shape young minds in the classroom and train graduate students. Table 5 narrows the sample, first, to those who report being employed in academics, and, second, to those who in the year of the survey (2003) were 70 years old or younger (that is, excluding those born 1932 or earlier). Table 5 shows that these narrowings do not make much difference. The bottom row shows that the free-market presence (score > 4.0) declines to 7.56 percent and the Democratic to Republican ratio goes up to 3 to 1. Again, it is commonly heard that "economists generally favor free markets," etc.
Many people seem to be under the impression that free-marketeers make up, say, 15 percent of all economists. Yet, if only 2.7 percent can be called free-marketeers, and only 8.3 percent of economists support free-market principles, the free-market attribution is curious. Several possible factors help explain why economists have something of a reputation for being free-market.
Possible explanations of the free-market reputation:
AEA not representative of the profession? Maybe the "free market" attribution is more valid than our sample reflects. Maybe our sample is not representative of American economists generally. Our response rate of 26.6 percent is low enough that we should have some concern about response bias-with the interventionist and middle-of-the-road economists being more likely to respond to the survey than the free-market membersbut we are inclined to discount the possibility.
Like nearly all the other surveys of American economists, our sample is drawn from AEA membership. A more significant concern arises from the fact that not all economists are AEA members. Siegfried (1998, 217) We believe that ideological skew in AEA membership does not principally explain the mismatch between actual and attributed free-market support. If so, there is call for other explanations of the mismatch. Here we offer a series of other explanations.
"Free trade" sometimes mistaken for "free market." This is a minor point but it struck us in researching the matter. As we have seen, economists preponderantly support free trade. It seems to us that the general public often does not observe the particular meaning of "trade" in that expression. Or, they draw the erroneous conclusion that, if an economist favors free international trade, he probably also favors free domestic trade.
Thus, favoring free trade gets mixed up with favoring free-market principles generally.
Liberalization sometimes mistaken for "free market." There is a tendency to identify any degree of liberalization as "free market" reform. Economists who advocate only partial liberalizations, or oppose further restrictions, and who are not, in fact, steady supporters of free-market principles, are often taken to be free-market advocates simply because on the narrow issue they are taking the same position that a bona fide freemarket economist would.
Economists are substantially more free-market than others in the social sciences and humanities. Although a large majority of AEA members are interventionist or middle-of-the-road Democrats, as a whole AEA members are substantially more supportive of free-market principles than others in the social sciences and humanities.
We also surveyed anthropologists, historians, political scientists, and sociologists.
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Their scores on the 16-issue policy index are shown in the first column of Table 6 . If you placed the average AEA member into any of those fields, she would be more free-market than the vast majority of people in that field. Based on a variety of evidence, we are quite sure that economists are exceptional among all of the academic fields in the social sciences and humanities (not just those we surveyed). Thus, to people in all of those fields, it might seem like economists lean against government intervention. a For all five samples, we are using all association members surveyed (not just those who employed in academia, not just those up to age 70, and not just voting D or R).
Economists, then, are free-market compared to other social scientists. What about compared to ordinary Americans? Unfortunately, no one has a good handle on that question. The only survey involving both economists and random ("ordinary")
Americans is the Washington Post et al. 1996 survey, which is analyzed by Blendon et al. 1997 and several papers by Bryan Caplan (e.g., 2001 Caplan (e.g., , 2002 . Caplan shows that many non-economists readily fall for elementary falsehoods and fallacies. Caplan himself strongly supports free-market principles, and his articles generally cast economists as a more enlightened group that overcomes the biases of the untrained. Also, he suggests that economists generally get policy issues right (e.g., 2001, 424) . Being wise to popular falsehoods about economics, however, does not imply that one is wise to fallacies about government. Academic and establishment elites may be prone to their own set of superstitions and preconceptions. The Fuller et al. 1995 study of economists and
Democratic and Republican convention delegates shows that on some issues (such as "government spending should be reduced as a percentage of GDP") both the Democratic and (especially) the Republican delegates were significantly more supportive of freemarket principles, while also often following prey to dopey economic falsehoods. When we compare to economists, there are issues in how we define "the average American," for example, should we strive to control for education, IQ, and other variables? Caplan's portrayal is probably generally sound as a relative statement (except perhaps on welfare state issues), but the question of whether economists are more free-market than ordinary
Americans is complicated and still unresolved.
Almost all (scholarly) supporters of free-market principles are economists.
Probably one of the most significant explanations for the erroneous free-market attribution is that almost all scholarly free-market supporters are economists. The center columns of Table 6 show that free-market supporters are practically non-existent in anthropology, history, political science, and sociology. There is a familiar heuristic bias of confusing a statement with its inverse. That is, if people perceive that every freemarket professor is an economist, they may slip into thinking that a preponderance of economists are free-market. Free-market positions are focal. Another possible factor, for which we cannot cite any hard evidence but nonetheless feel worthy of consideration, is that free-market economists may be focal. First, there is a simplicity and clarity in free-market principles.
In policy discussions, "the free market" will often provide a useful touchstone or foil.
The free-market point of view lends itself to simple (and simplistic) formulation of issues and debate, and the words of free-market advocates (Milton Friedman comes to mind) are often simple and memorable because the position is rather clear-cut. The free-market position is singular and hence focal, while intervention is multiple and indeterminate, and hence no particular interventionist scheme is focal. (Lipset 1982, 164) .
Conclusion
Only a small percentage of AEA members ought to be called supporters of freemarket principles. Whether the AEA is, in this respect, representative of the economics profession is an interesting matter, but we doubt that the AEA is skewed to any great extent. It is puzzling, therefore, that there is a general impression that economists tend to be supporters of the free market. We have suggested several possible explanations for this state of affairs, notably that the support for free-market principles is quite a bit stronger among economists than among others in the social sciences and humanities, and that most scholarly supporters of free-market principles are economists. Finally, we shed the uncomfortable separation of analysis from ideology and suggest that the mismatch between actual and attributed views is partly explained by the superiority of free-market positions.
For free-market economists, the situation is paradoxical. This paper helps to disabuse people of a false stereotype. That stereotype, however, is one that the freemarket economist wishes were true.
membership is associated with academic institutions, 15% with business and industry, and the remainder largely with federal, state and local government or other not-for-profit organizations."
(http://www.vanderbilt.edu/AEA/org.htm, accessed Aug. 25, 2004) 7 See Klein and Stern 2006a for the complete wording of the policy questions, a presentation of policyquestion response frequencies, a ranking of the 18 government actions by level of economist support, and a complete report of responses to the employment question.
8 The t-test is a two sample t-test with unequal variances with Sattertwaite's degrees of freedom. We are aware that t-testing on categorical data in not strictly kosher, however, the mean response tells more rather the median and we simply follow through with the testing based on that central statistic. We have also also done the categorical data testing (in both chi-square and Mann-Whitney varieties) and the results are nearly identical to the t-test results.
9 Our surveys of anthropologists, historians, philosophers, political scientists, and sociologists find that in those fields the stereotype holds up much better (Klein and Stern 2005) . It is only in economics that
Republicans are as libertarian as Democrats on drugs, sex, and gambling.
10 Even the 7 Libertarian voters did not show systematic opposition to tuning with monetary policy. Their combined score on that issue was 3.00, their lowest score of all 18.
11 The survey was conducted in March/April 2003, the time of the U.S. entry into Iraq; such timing provides another (albeit minor) reason for removing the military question. 12 In each case, we surveyed members of the American [disciple] Association. We also surveyed members of the American Society for Political and Legal Philosophy, but we omit that group because the Society is not clearly identified with a single academic discipline and in 2003 contained only 486 members. For an empirical analysis of ideological imbalance throughout the social sciences and humanities, see Klein and Stern (2005) . 13 It is interesting to speculate on why it is that relative to those in all other disciplines in the social sciences and humanities economists are significantly more free-market, and why economics harbors most of the free-market supporters. Part of the explanation probably is that the discipline of economics has market forces as a centerpiece, and no other discipline has a centerpiece that is so clearly spontaneous in nature (that is, not centrally directed or controlled) and compellingly self-correcting in its mechanisms. In the other disciplines, when centerpieces are highly spontaneous-such as norms or culture-the mechanisms of self-correction are less compelling and simply less intellectually tractable. Economics lends itself to the appreciation of spontaneous order; the other disciplines much less so. Other factors, of course, may also be cited, including the historical development of the various disciplines and the tendency toward ideological reinforcement by sorting and conformity mechanisms.
14 There is no claim here that this situation holds for all or even most microeconomic policy issues. 15 Here we mean ideationally focal. For most policy issues there is always an interventionist scheme that is politically focal, namely, the status quo. Economists who defend (or apologize for) the interventionist
